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Abstract—Three classes of documents, based on their 

data, circulate in  the web: Unstructured documents 

(.Doc, .html, .pdf ...), semi-structured documents 

(.xml, .Owl ...) and structured documents (Tables 

database for example). A semi-structured document is 

organized around predefined tags or defined by its author. 

However, many studies use a document classification  

by taking into account their textual content and 

underestimate their structure. We attempt in this paper to 

propose a representation of these semi-structured web 

documents based on weighted vectors allowing 

exploit ing their content for a possible treatment. The 

weight of terms is calculated using: The normal 

frequency for a document, TF-IDF (Term Frequency - 

Inverse Document Frequency) and logic  (Boolean) 

frequency for a set of documents. To assess and 

demonstrate the relevance of our proposed approach, we 

will realize several experiments on different corpus. 

 
Index Terms—Semi-structured web document, term 

weighting, term frequency, TF-IDF and logic frequency. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

XML documents are semi-structured web documents 

and may be among the components of a web application, 

their exp loitation was regarded as a subject of research 

strongly advocated in the field of knowledge engineering 

of the web. The domain  that fuses other areas namely: 

Searching for informat ion (Knowledge) in the web, 

extraction, acquisit ion and representation of this 

information. 

These documents have become the means of 

structuring web data, the most important. With the 

availability of parsing tools (Such as: SAX, DOM, etc.), 

you can search and retrieve information relevant to a 

possible treatment. 

The exp loitation of web documents as poses many 

problems fo r researchers in this domain, they find it  

difficult to search, retrieve, reliably, informat ion from 

these documents. To this end, the need to search other 

representation of these documents is quite crucial, a  

representation which must be easily interpreted by 

humans and machines including knowledge engineering 

programs. 

The objective of this paper is to propose a 

representation of semi-structured web documents 

approach based weight calculation terms extracted from 

these documents using the calculation frequencies and 

subsequently trigger a classification process. This 

proposed approach goes through four phases: (i). 

Extraction and structuring: (i). Extraction and 

structuring: Th is phase allows to extract useful 

informat ion from XML documents based on the tags, and 

that after a structuring operation of these documents, (ii). 

Calculating the weight of terms: The information, the 

result of the previous phase, represents the candidate 

elements for the current phase where three frequencies 

are calcu lated for each term: The normal frequency, TF-

IDF frequency and the logic frequency, (iii). Vector 

representation: We represents the extracted terms with 

their frequencies into vectors, (iv). Classification: These 

vector representations are used to determine the relevant 

terms and the relevant documents, which  will launch a 

classification process of the documents. 

The remainder of paper is organized as follows: 

Section 2 defines the semi-structured data with examples 

completed with a recap. Sect ion 3 gives some formulas 

for calculating the frequency of a term in one or several 

documents. Section 4 describes some related work. In  

section 5, we present our contribution with a set of 

experiments on XML documents. Finally, section 6  

concludes with some future perspectives. 

 

II.  SEMI STRUCTURED DATA 

Semi-structured data are data that are not raw data, or 

data entered in a conventional data base system. They are 
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structured data, but they are not organized in a rational 

model, such as a table or graph-based objects. Many data 

found on the web can be described as semi-structured. 

The integration of data allows including the use of semi-

structured data [1]. 

A.  Examples of Semi Structured Web Documents 

 XML (eXtensible Markup Language) 

 

The XML is a computer markup language derived 

from SGML. This syntax is called "extensible" because it 

defines different namespaces, that is to say languages 

with each vocabulary and grammar, as XHTML 

(eXtensible HyperText Markup Language), XSLT 

(eXtensible Stylesheet Language Transformat ions) , RSS, 

SVG (Scalab le Vector Graphics) ... It is recognizable by 

its use angle brackets (< >) framing tags [2]. The initial 

objective is to facilitate the automated exchange of 

complex content (trees, rich text ...) between 

heterogeneous information  systems (interoperability). 

With its associated tools and languages, an XML 

application meets certain principles: 

 

- The structure of an XML document is defined and 

validated by a schema; 

- An XML document is fully transformable  into 

another XML document. 

 

The XML standard as such should be seen as a tool to 

define a language (then said that this is a structuring and 

markup language or simply  a meta-language) for creat ing 

structured documents using tags. This meta-language that 

favored the expression of standard specifications and 

descriptive standards, such as RDF (Resource 

Description Framework), DC (Dublin  Core), LOM 

(Learning Object Metadata) or MPEG-7 (Motion Picture 

Expert Group 7) ... may offer the possibility to create 

documents that can be treated as an intrinsic database. 

They are self-descriptive, scalable and above all 

convertible into several other formats: HTML, XML, 

PDF (Portable Document Format), RTF (Rich Text  File) 

etc. using style sheets, defined themselves by a language 

XML called XSL (eXtensible Stylsheet Language). In  

addition, these documents may conform to structures, 

themselves based on XML in two existing 

recommendations that are DTD (Document Type 

Definition) and XML Schema. 

 

Below is an example of an XML document: 

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<xsl:transform  version="1.0" 

xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/

Transform"  

xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" 

xmlns:tei="http://www.tei-

c.org/ns/1.0"  > 

<xsl:template match="tei:abbr"> 

<abbr> 

<xsl:apply-templates/> 

</abbr> 

</xsl:template> 

</xsl:transform> 

 

 JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) 

 

JSON is a text data fo rmat derived from the notation of 

JavaScript objects. It is used to represent structured 

informat ion as XML allows fo r example. Created by 

Douglas Rockford between 2002 and 2005, described in  

RFC 7159 (Request For Comments) of the IET F (Internet 

Engineering Task Force) [3]. 

A JSON document serves to represent information  

along with labels allowing interpreting the various 

elements, with no restrictions on the number of them. 

A JSON document only includes two types of 

structural elements: 

 

- Sets of pairs name / value 

- The ordered lists of values. 

 

These same elements  are three types of data:  

 

- Objects, 

- Tables, 

- Generic values array type, object, Boolean, 

number, string or zero. 

 

Below is an example of a JSON document: [3] 

 
{ 

"Menu": { 

        "Id": "file", 

        "Value": "File", 

        "Popup": { 

            "menuitem": [ 

{"value": "New", "onclick": 

"CreateNewDoc()" }, 

{"Value": "Open", "onclick": 

"OpenDoc()" }, 

{"value": "Close", "onclick": 

"CloseDoc()" } 

] 

        } 

    } 

} 

 

 Document Type Definition (DTD) 

 

The DTD is a document that describes an SGML or 

XML document template [4]. 

The model is described as a grammar class documents: 

grammar, because it describes the position of terms with 

each other, class because it forms a generalizat ion of a 

particular area, and the document because can form a 

complete text. 

A DTD describes the documents at two levels: The 

logical structure, which can be likened to the abstract 

syntax and physical structure, which can be likened to the 

concrete syntax. 

At the logical structure, a DTD indicates item names  

that can appear and their contents, that is to say, the sub-
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elements and attributes. Besides the attributes, content is 

specified by indicating the name, sequence and number 

of times that the sub-elements. The set is the defin ition of 

hierarchies‟ valid  elements and text. However, DTDs do 

not allow ask constraints on the value of the text as "the 

content of the element X is a decimal integer" or "in the 

element Y, all white sequences are equivalent to a single 

space. "Define what is valid is the role of" schemas "as 

XML Schema, Relax NG (Regular Language for XML 

Next  Generation) and Schematron but these are 

preferentially expressed in XML syntax while DTDs 

have a specific syntax. Only DTD is part of the W3C 

XML, and only possible to validate an XML document 

from the perspective of this recommendation. 

The DTD of a document may  be written in and outside 

of this document. The final DTD is a combination of the 

two [4]. 

At the level of physical structure, a  DTD can also 

define general entit ies. They have one of the following 

roles: A reference to an external document fragment, 

typically another file. An abbreviation for repetit ive text  

fragment. For this use, the definition is rather in the 

internal subset. A synonym for character references by 

name rather than by a digital code [4]. 

 

 XML Schema 

 

XML Schema published as a W3C recommendation in  

May 2001 is an XML document format description 

language for defining the structure and the content type 

of an XML document. Th is definit ion allows in particu lar 

verify ing the validity of this document. It is possible to 

describe an organization of vocabularies of different 

origins, by the use of namespaces. It is possible to 

combine the patterns themselves, and express a 

combination for the content document, such as someone 

who would talk about geography and sociology in the 

same text [5]. 

It is also possible, after validation, to know what rule, 

particular information was tested: This is the post-schema 

validation set, or PSVI (Post-Schema-Validation Infoset). 

A definition consists of one or more XML documents, 

usually called XML Schema Definit ion (or XSD).  An 

instance of an XML Schema is a litt le equivalent to a 

document type definition (DTD). However, XML 

Schema take several differences with the DTD: It can be 

used to define valid domains for the value of a field, 

while this is not possible in a DTD; however, it does not 

define entities; XML Schema is itself an XML document, 

whereas DTDs are SGML documents. 

This XML document content description language is 

itself defined by a schema, the definition of tags define 

themselves (This is an example of recursive definition). 

The W3C Recommendation 1.0 consists of a 

presentation document (Non-Normative), a document 

specifying how to define the structure, and a document 

specifying how to define the data. The W3C is currently  

working on version 1.1, which  aims  to define the schema 

version notions and constraints depending on the 

presence of particular value [5]. 

B.  Recap 

Table 1. Some examples of semi-structured web documents. 

Semi Structured Web 
Document 

Caracteristics 

XML 
- Extensible Markup Language (predefined markup or to define). 

- Set different namespaces. 

JSO N 
- Textual data format, derived from the notation of JavaScript objects, has the function to 

represent information along with labels allowing interpreting the various elements. 

DTD 
- Document to describe an SGML or XML document template. 

- Model is described as a class grammar of documents. 

XML Schema 
- Description Language of XML document format. 
- Set the structure and the content type of an XML document. 

 

III.  WEIGHT CALCULATIONS OF TERMS 

The weight of each  term in  a document can be 

obtained in different ways: Normal Frequency, TF-IDF 

and Boolean frequency. 

A.  Normal Frequency 

For term frequency, the weight of a term is obtained by 

counting occurrences of the term in the document. 

B.  TF-IDF 

A popular and effect ive technique for associating a 

weight with terms consists in measuring their rarity, as 

defined by the measure TF-IDF  (Term Frequency - 

Inverse Document Frequency). The measure of the rarity 

of a term is calculated as follows: [6] 

Suppose a set of documents D and the frequency of a 

term i in a document j. The measurement of the rarity of 

the term will be determined by its inverse frequency in 
the document set D (IDF). 

The following equation represents the calculation: 

 

            (1) 

 

: IDF value of term t. 

D: Number of documents in set D. 

d Є D: t Є d : Number of documents of set D contained 

the term t. 

 

For example, if a term is found in all the documents, 
then the IDF value of the term will be equal to log (1) so 

0. Conversely, if a term is found only in a single 

document, its value IDF will be equal to log (| D |). This 
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produces the desired effect to lessen the value of words 

that have no power of discrimination between  the 
documents of the set D. 

For the value TF, just count the frequency of a term t  

in a document d. Once these calculated values, the 

following equation is produced which forms the basis of 
the measure TF-IDF: 

 

     (2) 

 
The final multip licat ion gives the TF-IDF value of a 

term t from a part icular document in a set of documents 
D. Once these values obtained, determine which  

documents are most relevant to a given query of user. 

The use of vector spaces is a way of calculating  the 

correlation between the query and each document of the 
set D. 

C.  Boolean Frequency (Logic) 

In the Boolean way, if a term exists in a document then 

the value that corresponds to it is 1, otherwise 0. The 

Boolean approach is used when each term is equally  

important and is used only when the documents are s mall.  

 

IV.  RELATED WORKS 

Our research topic is based on two important aspects: 

Vector representation approaches of semi-structured web 

documents and the classification of these documents. The 

application of th is vector representation approaches of 

semi-structured documents (example: XML) is a highly  

recommended research topic in the field of knowledge 

engineering and especially in knowledge representation. 

Lot of works exist in  this field, we will try  in this section 

to cite a few. 

 
S. Chagheri and colleagues in [7] have chosen to not 

only the classification based on textual content of the 

document but also taking into consideration the structure. 

To achieve this, they proposed a weighted vector 

representation associating a word and a tag or the weight 
is calculated using the TF-IDF formulas and TF-IEF. 

They did an experiment using the classifier SVMlight 

conducted on Reuters and INEX corpus. 
A. M. Vercoustre and his teammates in [8] proposed 

another classification model. They have taken only  the 

structure or the structure and the content. Their idea was 

to represent the document by the set of sub paths of the 

XML tree, the length between n and m (values 

determined a priori) and they apply to the classification 

of standard methods such as k-means for example. To  

evaluate their approach, they conducted experiments on 

INEX corpus and reports of INRIA.L. 
L. Denoyer and colleagues in [9] use the automat ic 

classification of XML documents according to their 

structural regularities. The main idea is to automatically  

detect through the structure of the documents, all the 

sources of information from which they come. This issue 

finds its meaning in several applications; it can enable 

viewing by a user of the organizat ion of a body of 

heterogeneous materials such as Web; it also allows for 

easier retrieval by selecting the source that a priori most 

interested user. So they proposed an approach, which 

aims to show how a generative model for structured 

documents, based on Bayesian networks, can be used 

through the Fisher kernel as a model for measuring the 

similarity between two XML documents . This similarity 

is assessed through automatic classification task of INEX 

corpus. 

 

As for our contribution, we have split our process in 

two. The first: A classification o f relevant terms in a 

document and the second: A classification of documents 

relevant to a set of documents. In both cases, we have 

proposed to use three types of frequency calculation as 

required: Normal Frequency, TF-IDF and logical 

frequency. Calculat ions should be made after an 

extraction operation terms from XML documents (the 

details of the approach, discussed in the next section). 

 

V.  OUR CONTRIBUTION 

Our proposed approach, which is based on calculating 

the different frequencies of terms ext racted from XML 

documents take into account the structure and content of 

these documents and includes the following phases: 

 

1. Loading one or more XML documents  [10, 11 and  

12]. 

2. Graphical representation of these documents as a 

tree where nodes are the tags in  the XML 

document [10, 11 and 12]. 

3. Extracting concepts marked by these tags in XML 

documents [10, 11 and 12]. 

4. Calculation of term frequency by using different  

calculation formulas. 

5. Vector representation of these terms and their 

frequencies. 

6. Classification of those documents based on their 

vector representations. 
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A.  General Approach 

 

Fig.1. General Approach of Classification.

B.  UML Design 

Our use of UML is summarized in two essential 

diagrams: Class diagram and sequence diagram. 

 

 Class Diagram 

 

 
Fig.2. Class Diagram. 

 Sequence Diagram 

 

For implementation reasons, we are realized four 

sequence diagrams to explain in detail treatments made 

by the application. 

 

- Loading and Extraction. 
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Fig.3. Sequence Diagram (loading and Extraction). 

 

- Frequencies Calculation 

 

For one document, it was proposed to apply the 

frequency calculation using the two formulas: The first 

simply calculates the number of the word in a document, 

the second uses the formula TF-IDF. 

 

 
Fig.4. Sequence Diagram (Frequencies Calculation for one Document).

We are proposed to use the calculation of the logic frequency of terms for a set of documents. 

 

 
Fig.5. Sequence Diagram (Frequency Calculation of Terms for Several Documents). 
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- Classifying of Documents. 

 

 
Fig.6. Sequence Diagram (Classifying of Documents). 

 

Note: Classifying operation determines the relevance 

of terms and the relevance of XML documents. 

 

VI.  EXPERIMENTS 

A.  Example No. 1 (Single Document) 

1
st

 XML Document (Doc1) 

 

 
Fig.7. 1

er
 Example of XML Document . 

2
nd

 XML Document (Doc2) 

 

 

Fig.8. 2
nd

 Example of XML Document . 

Table 2. Classifying of Terms based on Frequencies Calculation (1
st
 XML Document). 

Number of 

Extracted 

Concepts = 8 

Concepts. 

Term Freq. 

Ascending Classification  

(threshold =10 %) 

Term Rate 

Ascending 
Classification 

(threshold =15 %) 

Term Rate 

Tourist Sites 1 Lang. 22.22 Lang. 22.22 

Site 1 Site 11.11   

Name 1 Name 11.11   

Lang. 1 Tourist Sites 11.11   

P lace 1 P lace 11.11   

Hotel 1 Hotel 11.11   

Hotel1 1 Hotel1 11.11   

Hotel2 1 Hotel2 11.11   

<xml app="Application"> 
 <item text="Tourism" imageIndex="0" stateIndex="-1"> 
  <item text="Sect" imageIndex="0" stateIndex="-1"/> 
  <item text="Residences" imageIndex="0" stateIndex="-1"> 

   <item text="Residence" imageIndex="0" stateIndex="2"/> 
   <item text="Residence" imageIndex="0" stateIndex="2"/> 
   <item text="Cells" imageIndex="0" stateIndex="2"> 

    <item text="Cell" imageIndex="1" stateIndex="1"/> 
    <item text="Cell" imageIndex="1" stateIndex="1"/> 
    </item> 
  </item> 

  <item text="Regions" imageIndex="0" stateIndex="-1"> 
   <item text="Region" imageIndex="0" stateIndex="2"/> 
   <item text="Region" imageIndex="1" stateIndex="2"/> 
  </item> 

   <item text="Cells" imageIndex="0" stateIndex="2"> 
   <item text="Cell" imageIndex="1" stateIndex="2"/> 
  </item> 
 </item> 

</xml> 

<xml app="DENNAI"> 

 <item text="Tourist Sites" imageIndex="0" stateIndex="-1"> 
  <item text="Site" imageIndex="0" stateIndex="-1"> 
   <item text="Name" imageIndex="0" stateIndex="2"/> 
   <item text="Lang." imageIndex="0" stateIndex="2"/> 

   <item text="Lang." imageIndex="0" stateIndex="2"/> 
   <item text="Place" imageIndex="1" stateIndex="1"/> 
  </item> 

  <item text="Hotel" imageIndex="1" stateIndex="1"> 
   <item text="Hotel1" imageIndex="0" stateIndex="2"/> 
   <item text="Hotel2" imageIndex="1" stateIndex="2"/> 
  </item> 

 </item> 
</xml> 
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Table 3. Classifying of Terms based on Frequencies Calculation (2
nd

 XML Document). 

Number of 
Extracted 

Concepts  = 8 

Concepts. 

Term Freq. 

Classification 

Croissante 
(threshold = 10 %) 

Term Rate 

Ascending 

Classification 
(threshold = 15 %) 

Term Rate 

Tourism 1 Cell 23.07 Cell 23.07 

Sect 1 Cells 15.38   

Residences 1 Residence 15.38   

Residence 2 Region 15.38   

Cells 2     

Cell 3     

Regions 1     

Region 2     

 

3
th

 XML Document (Doc3) 

 

 

Fig.9. 3
th

 Example of XML Document . 

B.  2
nd

 Example (Several Documents) 

 

XML Documents (Doc1, Doc2 et Doc3) 

 

 

 

C.  Interpreting Tables 

In our approach a relevant term is defined in three 

cases: 

 

1. Its frequency in a document (XML) has a value; 

2. The TF-IDF value is measurable; 

3. Its frequency in several documents in the same 

time is important. 

 

To experiment, we were forced to set a threshold 

having regard to the variation of the frequency of a term 

values (here the threshold is the value of the frequency of 

a term relat ive to the sum of all frequencies of the other 

terms the same document). This led us to calculate the 

normal frequency of a term relative to other terms in the 

same document (see Tab les 2, 3 and 4) (Experiences on 3 

different XML documents). 

We also calculate the TF-IDF frequency of a term, this  

formula gives the frequency of a term in relation to its 

rarity in a set of documents (see table no. 5) and that 

always we give a fixed value for the threshold. 

In the same table (Tab le 5), we determine the logic 

frequency of a term, which gives the appearance or not of 

the term in a document. This frequency gives us the 

relevance of a term relative to several documents. The 

logic frequency allows also provide relevant documents. 

Table 4. Classifying of Terms based on Frequencies Calculation (3
th

 XML Document). 

Number of Extraced 
Concepts = 9 

Concepts. 

Term Freq 

Ascending 
Classification 

(threshold =10 %) 

Term Rate 

Ascending 
Classification 

(threshold =15 %) 

Term Rate 

Tourism 1 Tourism 11.11 

NIL NIL 

Accom- 
modation 

1 
Accom- 
modation 

 

Hotel 1 Hotel  

Activity  1 Activity   

Adventure 1 Adventure  

Relaxation 1 Relaxation  

Sports 1 Sports  

Destination 1 Destination  

Beach 1 Beach  

 

 

 

 

 

 

<xml app="Application"> 
 <item text="Tourism" imageIndex="0" stateIndex="-1"> 

  <item text="Accommodation" imageIndex="0" stateIndex="-1"> 
   <item text="Hotel" imageIndex="0" stateIndex="2"/> 
    <item text="Activity" imageIndex="1" stateIndex="1"> 
     <item text="Adventure" imageIndex="0" stateIndex="2"/> 

     <item text="Relaxation" imageIndex="1" stateIndex="2"/> 
     <item text="Sports" imageIndex="1" stateIndex="2"/> 
    </item> 
   </item> 

    <item text="Destination" imageIndex="1" stateIndex="1"> 
     <item text="Beach" imageIndex="0" stateIndex="2"/> 
    </item> 

  </item> 
 </xml> 
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Table 5. Relevance of Terms and Relevance of Documents based on TF-IDF and Logic Frequency Calculation 

(Set of three XML Documents: D1, D2 and D3). 

Number of Extracted 
Concepts = 25 

Concepts 

XML 
DOC 

Term TF-IDF 

Ascending 
Classification 

(threshold = 0.40) 

Term TF-IDF 
Freq. Log. 

D1 D2 D3 

Doc1 

Tourist 
Sites 

0.60 
Tourist 
Sites 

0.60 1 0 0 

Site 0.60 Site 0.60 1 0 0 

Name 0.60 Name 0.60 1 0 0 

Lang. 1.20 Place 0.60 1 0 0 

Place 0.60 Hotel 0.60 1 0 1 

Hotel 0.60 Hotel1 0.60 1 0 0 

Hotel1 0.60 Hotel2 0.60 1 0 0 

Hotel2 0.60 Tourism 0.60 0 1 1 

Doc2 

Tourism 0.60 Sect 0.60 0 1 0 

Sect 0.60 Residences 0.60 0 1 0 

Residences 0.60 Regions 0.60 0 1 0 

Residence 1.20 Accom-modation 0.60 0 0 1 

Cells 1.20 Activity  0.60 0 0 1 

Cell 1.80 Adventure 0.60 0 0 1 

Regions 0.60 Relaxation 0.60 0 0 1 

Region 1.20 Sports 1.00 0 0 1 

Doc3 

Accom- 
modation 

0.60 Destination 1.00 0 0 1 

Activity  0.60 Beach 1.00 0 0 1 

Adventure 0.60 Lang. 1.20 1 0 0 

Relaxation 0.60 Residence 1.20 0 1 0 

Sports 1.00 Cells 1.20 0 1 0 

Destination 1.00 Region 1.20 0 1 0 

Beach 1.00 Cell 1.80 0 1 0 

 

VII.  CONCLUSIONS 

In this work, we presented a classification process 

semi-structured web documents (such as XML 

Documents). This process, which in part, is based on a 

vector representation of these documents using the 

weight calculation terms (frequency). Our process starts 

with a tree structure of these documents and then 

extraction of terms, each term undergoes a calculation of 

it weight by using the calculat ion of the three frequencies 
which are: Natural frequency, TF-IDF frequency and 

logical frequency. Then all these terms with their 

frequencies are represented in vectors that will be used 

for the classificat ion of documents based on the relevance 

of terms and the relevance of documents. This process 

allows at the end to  have a better representation of 

documents and facilitation in their explo itations for 

possible treatment thereafter. The relevance of this 

process increases, in addition, realizing better extract ion 

of terms and use other frequencies calculations. 

The continuity of this research is summarized in three 

key points, which  appear us important in  the 

classification of web documents: 

 

1. Extension of the approach to other types of web  

Documents, whatever their nature, 

2. Use, in  addition, other formulas for calculating the 

frequency of terms 

3. Seek other means to determine the relevance of 

terms and the relevance of documents. 
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